Properties of distal functions on semitopological semigroups are studied via the device of right topological semigroup compactification. Algebras of distal functions are used to construct the universal right simple, left simple, and group compactifications of a semigroup, and these compactifications are in turn systematically employed to obtain information about distal functions. Applications are made to semidirect products and flows.
1. Introduction. Distal functions on topological groups were studied by L. Ausländer and F. Hahn in [1] and by A. Knapp in [12] . In these investigations the central theme was the connection between these functions and certain flows, the Ellis semigroup being an important device in crystalizing this connection. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce the notions of distal function, strongly distal function, and minimal distal function on an arbitrary semitopological semigroup and to study these functions from the point of view of universal semigroup compactifications. An important advantage of the compactification approach is that it provides a convenient and efficient way to study the relationship between the algebra of distal functions and related algebras of functions. For example, using compactifications one shows relatively easily that if the semigroup S has a left identity or is topologically right simple, then the space of weakly almost periodic distal functions on 5 is a tensor product of the algebra of strongly almost periodic functions on S and an algebra of almost periodic functions relative to which S acts as a right zero semigroup (Proposition 3.10). Another advantage of using semigroup compactifications to study distal functions is that it enables one to capitalize on the universal mapping properties that these compactifications enjoy. For example, using universal mapping properties we show in Corollary 3.9 that the space of weakly almost periodic distal functions on a semigroup S is the direct sum of the algebra of strongly almost periodic functions and two ideals of weakly almost periodic " flight" functions on S.
The central result of this paper is Theorem 3.4, which characterizes the distal, strongly distal, and minimal distal compactifications of a semitopological semigroup S in terms of universal mapping properties. A special case of Theorem 3.4 asserts that if S has a left (respectively, right) identity then the distal compactification X of S is maximal with respect to the property that X is right (respectively, left) simple.
Since the Ellis semigroup of a distal flow is always a group (even when the phase semigroup does not contain left or right identities), this result shows that use of the Ellis semigroup alone is not sufficient to reveal all of the structure of the space of distal functions on a semigroup.
In §4 we use Theorem 3.4 to obtain general conditions under which distal functions on a dense subsemigroup extend to distal functions on the ambient semigroup (Theorems 4.3 and 4.5). The results of this section are distal analogs of known extension theorems for functions of almost periodic type. In §5 we show that distal compactifications of certain semidirect products are again semidirect products. An obvious but important corollary of this result is that the algebra of distal functions on such a semidirect product may be expressed as a tensor product of algebras of distal functions on the factor semigroups.
The author wishes to thank Professor P. Milnes for sending him a preprint of his paper Minimal and distal functions on semidirect products of groups, which, together with the results of [12] , provided the inspiration for Theorem 3.4. We also express our appreciation to the referee for suggesting several improvements to the paper.
2. Preliminaries. All topologies are assumed to be Hausdorff. If 5 is a topological space, C(S) will denote the C*-algebra of all bounded complex-valued continuous functions on S. For subsets A E S and £ C C(S),Cl(A) denotes the closure of A in 5 and F\A the set {f\A: f E £}. If £ is a topological space and a: S -» £ a continuous mapping then a*: C(T) -* C(S) denotes the dual map/->/° a. The set of idempotents in a subset £ of a semigroup is denoted by £(£).
A right topological semigroup is a semigroup S with a topology relative to which the mapping í -* st: S -» S is continuous for each t E S. If multiplication is separately (respectively, jointly) continuous, then S is a semitopological (respectively, topological) semigroup. A right topological (respectively, semitopological) semigroup whose algebraic structure is a group is called a right topological (respectively, semitopological) group.
A compact right topological semigroup X always has a smallest ideal K(X), which is both the union of all of the minimal left ideals of X and the union of all the minimal right ideals. The set £ = E(K(X)) is nonempty, and the minimal left (respectively, right) ideals of X are precisely the sets Xe (respectively, eX), where e E E. If I is a minimal left ideal and J a minimal right ideal then I n J -eXe for some e E E. For each e E E, eXe is a (maximal) group with identity e, E(Xe) and E(eX) are left and right zero semigroups respectively, and K(X) is the union of the groups eXe (e G £). (For proofs of these and related facts see, for example, [3 or 17].)
For the remainder of this section S denotes a semitopological semigroup. A subspace £ of C(S) is left (respectively, right) translation invariant if L(S)F E F (respectively, R(S)F E £), where L(s) and R(s) are the operators on C(S) defined by L(s)f(t) = f(st), R(s)f(t) = f(ts) (s, t E S; f E C(S)). A sub-C*-algebra £ of C(S) will be called admissible if it is left and right translation invariant, contains the constant functions, and is left m introverted, i.e. the function
is a member of £ whenever /G £ and x E spec(£) = space of nonzero continuous complex homomorphisms on £. In this case Tx: F -» £ is called the left m introversion operator determined by x. Let £be admissible, X -spec(£) with the relativized weak* topology, and a: S -* X the evaluation mapping (a(s)f -f(s); s G S, f G £). Define multiplication m X by xy -x ° Ty. Then the pair (X, a), called the canonical F compactification of S, has the following properties (for details see [3, 
1.4]):
(a) X is a compact right topological semigroup; (b) a: S -» X is a continuous homomorphism with dense range such that the mapping x -* a(s)x: X -» A'is continuous for each s E S; (c)a*(C(X)) = F;
(e) x -» Tx is a representation of the semigroup X by bounded linear operators on F; (f) for each / G £, {Txf: x E X} = Cl(R(S)f) (closure in the topology of pointwise convergence on C(S)). Any pair ( X, a) satisfying (a) and (b) will be called a right topological compactification of S, and an £ compactification if in addition (c) holds. For a fixed admissible subalgebra £ of C(S), all £ compactifications of 5 are (algebraically and topologically) isomorphic (and hence we are justified in speaking of the F compactification of S). This fact may be deduced from the following lemma, which is implicit in the development of §111.2 of [3] and which will be useful in §3 below. We omit the straightforward proof.
2.1. Lemma. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, F an admissible subalgebra of C(S), (X, a) an F compactification of S, and (Y, ß) a right topological compactification of S. Then ß*(C(Y)) E F if and only if there exists a continuous homomorphism y:
X -* Y such that y ° a = ß.
A right topological compactification ( X, a) of 5 is said to be maximal with respect to a property P if (X, a) has property P, and whenever (Y, ß) is a right topological compactification of 5 with property P then there exists a continuous homomorphism y: X -> Y such that y ° a = ß. Thus £ compactifications are maximal with respect to the property that a*(C(X)) E F. The factorization of the mapping ß by a is sometimes referred to as a universal mapping property oî(X, a).
The following examples of admissible subalgebras of C(S) will be needed in the sequel: We shall occasionally suppress the letter S from the notation for these algebras. For a detailed description of the above algebras and for the universal mapping properties of the associated compactifications the reader is referred to Chapter III of [3] . A flow is a triple (S, Z, 77), where S is a semitopological semigroup, Z is a compact topological space and ir. S -» Zz is a continuous homomorphism such that ir(s): Z -* Z is continuous for each s E S. Here Zz denotes the compact right topological semigroup (with respect to the product topology and function composition) of all self-maps of Z. The symbol 77 is frequently suppressed from the notation (S, Z, 77). As is customary we shall write sz for tt(s)(z) and Sz for the set {sz: s ES}. A member / of D(S) is said to be minimal if g G Zf implies f E Zg. We shall denote the set of all minimal functions in D(S) by MD(S) and write MDLUC(S) îotMD(S) n LUC(S).
Define the semitopological semigroup S] as follows: S1 = S if 5 has an identity, otherwise Sl is the semigroup 5 U {1} obtained by adjoining a discrete identity to S. If/G C(S) define/1 G C(5') so that/1 |s =/and (if 5 has no identity)/'(l) = 0. Let/ G LMC(S) and let Z = 2f\ denote the pointwise closure of £(S)/' in C(SX). Define 771: S -» Zz by tt\s) -R(s) \z (s E S). Then Z is compact in the topology of pointwise convergence on C(S'), and (5, Z, 77') is a flow. We shall say that / is strongly distal if the flow (S, Z,mx) is distal. The set of all strongly distal functions on S will be denoted by SD(S). Also, we define SDLUC(S) = SD(S) D LUC(S). Txyf= TXJ implies Tyf= TJ. Similarly, if we define T*f on S1 by Txlf(s) = x(L(s)f) (s E S) and (if S has no identity) (£x'/)(l) = x(f), then Zfl = {Tx]f: xE X} and the mapping f1: X ^ E(S, Zp) defined by V(x)(T}f) = 3^V is a well-defined continuous homomorphism onto E(S, Zf\) such that f ' ° a = 771. Also, from the definition of MD(S) we see that/ G MD(S) if and only if for each y E X there exists some x E X (depending on y and / ) such that Txvf' -f.
Part (i) of the following lemma was proved by A. Knapp for the case S a topological group [12, Theorem 3.7] . We give a simple proof based on Remark 3.1.
3.2. Lemma. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, (X,a) the canonical LMC compactification of S, andf E LMC(S).
(i) The following statements are equivalent:
(a)fED(S).
(b)(uev)(f) = (uv)(f)forallu,v E X and e E E(X).
(c) There exists some e E E(K(X)) such that (uev)(f) = (uv)(f) for all u, vEX.
(ii) The following statements are equivalent:
(a)fESD(S).
(b)/G D(S)and(ev)(f) =¡= v(f)forallv E X and e E E(X). (c) fED(S)
and there exists e E E(
The following statements are equivalent:
(a)fEMD(S). let f: X -> E(S, Zf) be the map defined in 3.1. For all u G X we have $(e)(Tvf) = Tevf= Tvf; hence f(e) is the identity mapping. Since eXe is a group so is t(eXe) = f( X) = E(S, Zf). Therefore/ E D(S). The proof of (ii) is similar.
(iii) Let / G MD(S) and e E E(X). Choose x E X such that Txef = f. Then for
Assume that (c) holds. Since e E E(K(X)), given y E X there exists x E X such that xeye = e. Then by (i)(b) and hypothesis, Txvf= TxvTefTxyef ~ TxeyeJ" = Tef = /; hence/ G MD(S). This completes the proof.
A homomorphism r of a semigroup Y onto a subsemigroup Z is called a retraction if r: Z -* Z is the identity function. If also Y2 C Z then r is called an inflation function and Y an inflation of the semigroup Z (see, for example, [18] ). A semigroup U is called a rectangular group if U is algebraically isomorphic to a direct product semigroup L X G X R, where £ is a left zero semigroup, £ a right zero semigroup and G is a group. If £ (respectively, £) is the trivial semigroup then U is called a right group (respectively, left group ). We remark that in the presence of topologies on y or U we do not require any of the mappings in these definitions to be continuous. 
Corollary, (a) SD(S) n WAP(S) = SD(S) n AP(S). (b)MD(S) n WAP(S) = MD(S) n AP(S). (c) SD(S) n MZ>(S) n WAP(S) = 5^1£(S).
Proof. Let (Z,y) denote the SD n H//l£ compactification of S. Then Z is a continuous homomorphic image of the 5Z) compactification of S and is therefore right simple by 3.4. Also, Z is semitopological; hence by Ellis's theorem [6], Z is a topological semigroup [2, p. 60], It follows that SD(S) D WAP(S) E AP(S) (see [3, III.9.5]). This proves (a). The proofs of (b) and (c) are similar.
For an admissible subalgebra £ of C(S) we shall denote by F0r (respectively, £0/) the set of all / in £ with the property that Cl(£(5)/) (respectively, Cl(£(5)/)) contains the zero function, where the closures are in the pointwise topology of C(S). It is easily verified that £0r (respectively, £0/) has all of the properties of a left (respectively, right) translation invariant norm closed conjugate closed proper ideal of £ except possibly closure under addition.
The following corollary is a generalization of the well-known result of K. [Sufficiency of(b)]. By the preceding it suffices to show that if X also has a unique minimal left ideal, then F0r E H. Let/ G £0r. Then by property (f) in §2 there exists x E X such that Txf=0. The set of all such x is a closed left ideal of X and hence must contain e. Therefore/ G ker(£e) = H. (4) we have (xe)(TJ) = (xe)(Pf). But (xe)(TJ) = x(TJJ) = (xe)(f) and (xe\Pf) = P*(0(xe))(f) = P*(0(x)0(e))(f) = P*(0(x))(f), the last equality because Fis left simple. Therefore we have P*(0(x)) = xe for all x E X. Since P* ° 0 is a homomorphism, (1) holds.
[Necessity of [Sufficiency of (c)]. If A1 has a unique minimal right ideal then, for any e E E(K(X)), Xe = eXe, a group, and arguing as in sufficiency of (a), taking B = SD(S) n MD(S) n £, we obtain F= B® H where H = ker(£e). Let v be a probability measure on Xe such that fMxy)v(äy)=fh(y)i> (dy) for all x G a(5)e and h E C(Xe) (see [7 or 16] ). The equation fi(f) = j f\Xedv (f E F, a*(f) = f) then defines a left invariant mean p. on £ Since p(\f\) = 0 *=»/ = 0 on Xe « £e/= 0 we see that H = {/ G £: ft(|/|) = 0}.
[/VfcTes.tt7y o/(c)]. Argue as in necessity of (a) taking £ = SD(S) n MD(S) n £ and (K, S) the canonical £ compactification of S. Since now K is a group, by (4) Xe = eXe for some e E E(K(X)). For any d E E(K(X)), Xe fl rfl is a maximal subgroup of eXe and therefore must coincide with eXe (see §2). Thus eXe E dX n eX so by minimality, aT = eX. Therefore X has a unique minimal right ideal. The proofs of (d), (e) and (f) are similar respectively to the proofs of (b), (a) and (b).
Corollary. SD(S) has a left invariant mean, and there exist left translation invariant norm closed conjugate closed ideals Hx of D(S) and H2 of SD(S) such that D(S) = MD(S) ® Hx and SD(S) = [SD(S) n MD(S)] © H2, where Hx C D(S)0r
andH2 C SD(S)0r.
Corollary. There exist norm closed conjugate closed ideals H of WAP(S) n D(S) and G of AP(S) D MD(S) such that H is left translation invariant, G is right translation invariant, H E [WAP(S) n D(S)]0r, G E [AP(S) D MD(S)]0I and WAP(S) n D(S) = SAP(S) ®G®H.A similar result holds with MD(S) replaced
by SD(S) (and all right and left notions interchanged).
Proof. By 3. 
RZ(S) = {/ G C(S): f(st) = f(t) for all s,tES).
Clearly, LZ(S) and RZ(S) are admissible subalgebras of AP(S) with associated compactifications which are maximal with respect to the properties of being left zero and right zero semigroups respectively. In particular, by 3. 4 
, LZ(S) E MD(S) and RZ(S) E SD(S).
If £ is a subset of C(S) and A and B are subspaces then (£) will denote the C* subalgebra of C(S) generated by £ and A ® £ the topological tensor product of A and £ (i.e. the completion in the least cross norm of the algebraic tensor product).
3.10. Proposition. Let S be a semitopological semigroup and let (X¡, a¡) (i -1,2,3) denote, respectively, the LZ, SAP, and RZ compactifications of S.
(a)Z/£ = (LZ(S) U SAP(S) U RZ(S)) then B is admissible, and(Xx X X2 X X3, (ax, a2, a3)) is a B compactification of S, where X = Xx X X2 X X3 is the direct product semigroup and a = (ax, a2, a3) is defined by a(s) -(ax(s), a2(s), a3(s)).
Furthermore, B = LZ(S) ® SAP(S) ® RZ(S), and (X, a) is maximal with respect to the property that X is a compact topological rectangular group. Also, if C\(S2) = S then B = D(S) n AP(S). (b) SD(S)<1AP(S)= (SAP(S)U RZ(S))= SAP(S) ® RZ(S), and (X2X
X3, (a2, a3)) is an SD n AP compactification of S.
(c) MD(S) n AP(S) = (LZ(S) U SAP(S)) = LZ(S) <8 SAP(S), and (Xx X
X2,(ax,a2)) is an MD n AP compactification of S.
Proof. We prove only (a); the proofs of (b) and (c) are similar. We show first that a(S) is dense in X. Let andf = g\s E SD(S) (respectively, f E SDLUC(S)) then g E SD(T) (respectively, g E SDLUC(T)).
Proof. By 4.2 it suffices to show that g G LMC(T) (respectively, g G LUC(T)).
For this it is enough to show that if (sn) is a net in 5 converging to t E T then w(L(sn)g) -» w(L(t)g) for each (respectively, uniformly in) w E spec(C(£)) (see, for example, Lemma 2.2 of [13] ). Let (Y, ß) denote the SD (respectively, SDLUC) compactification of S, and let (ß(sm)) be a subnet of (ß(sn)) which converges to some y E Y. If r E S is chosen so that tr E S we have (1) and (2),
for each u E Y (respectively, uniformly in w G Y), it follows that w(L(sn)g) -* w(L(t)g) for each (respectively, uniformly in) w E spec(C(£)), as required. Since the mapping (t, y) -> ß(t)y: TX Y -y is continuous, it follows from (2) that {77(-)(z): z G Z} is an equicontinuous family of mappings on T to Z. Thus (t, z) -» 77(i)(z) will be continuous if we show that for any t G T the mapping 77(f): Z -» Z is continuous. To this end let (z") be a net in Z converging to z and let (77(1 )(zk)) be a convergent subnet of (Tf(t)(zn)). For each /c choose, according to (1) , yk E Y such that zk = [ip ° y~l(yk)](z0). We may assume that yk -*y E Y. Then z = [}p° y~\y)](z0), and from (2) we see that 77(0(2*) -* w(0(*)-Therefore 77(r)(z) is the unique limit point of (77(/)(z")); hence 77(f) is continuous. Conversely, suppose that the stated extension property for flows holds, and let (A", a) be as above. Define 77: S -* Xx by it(s)(x) = a(s)x (s E S, x E X). Then (S, X, 77) is a jointly continuous flow with dense orbit Tr(S)(e), where e is the identity of the group X. Also, (S, A", 77) is clearly distal. Therefore (S, X,tt) extends to a flow (£, X, 77). Given/ G F(S) define g G C(T) by g(i) = [w(0(<?)](/)• Then g\s= f, and by 4.2 the proof will be complete once we show that g G LUC(T). Now, for any s G S and f G T,
as is easily checked. Also, since the mapping (t, x) -* ñ(t)(x): T X X -» X is continuous and X is compact, {t7( •)(*): x E X) is an equicontinuous family. It follows from (3) that £( ■ )g is norm continuous on T.
5. Distal compactifications of semidirect products. Let S and £ be semigroups with identities (each denoted by 1) and let t: T X S -* S be a mapping with the following properties: t(?, ■) is a homomorphism such that r(t, 1) = I, t(1, ■) is the identity mapping, and r(rt, •) = r(r, t(í, •)) (r, t E T). If multiplication on the set S X T is defined by then S X T becomes a semigroup with identity (1,1) called a semidirect product of S and £ and denoted by S (r) T. H S and £ are semitopological semigroups we shall assume that S © T is also a semitopological semigroup (i.e. that t is spearately continuous and (s, t) -» st(î, s') is continuous for each s' G S).
5.1. Theorem. Let Q = S 0 T be a semidirect product of the semitopological semigroups S and T, and suppose that S is compact. Let (Y, ß) be the DLUC compactification of T. Then there exist a right topological compactification (X,a) of S and a semidirect product Z = X (p) Y such that (Z, a X ß) is a DLUC compactification of Q. Furthermore, X is a continuous homomorphic image of the SAP compactification of S and hence is a topological group.
Proof. Let/;,: Q -» S andp2: Q -» £ denote the projection mappings and define qx: S -* Q and q2: T -» Q by qx(s) -(s, 1), q2(t) = (1, f). Since 5 is compact it is easy to see that f(S, ■) is norm compact in C(T) for each/G LUC(Q). Furthermore, since qx,q2, and/>2 are continuous homomorphisms, we have from Lemma 4.1 that q*(DLUC(Q)) = DLUC(T), (q2 ° p2)*(DLUC(Q)) C DLUC(Q), and q\*(DLUC(Q)) C DLUC(S) = SAP(S), the last equality by 3.6. Therefore by Theorem 3.1 of [11] the proof will be complete once we show that, for/ G DLUC(Q), the function g -(qx ° P\)*(f) is also in DLUC(Q).
We show first that g G LUC(Q). Let (sn, tn) be a net in Q converging to (s0, t0), and let (Z, y) denote the canonical DLUC compactification of Q. Let zn = y(\, t")~] and z0 = y(\, t0)~ ' (inverses in the group Z). If « is any limit point of (zn), then by the joint continuity of the mapping (q, z) -» y(q)z: QX Z -» Z, y(l, ?0)m is a limit point of y(1, tn)zn = y(l, 1). Therefore z" -* z0. Now, for any (j, f) G Q, Comparing this expression with the one for (Twg)(s, t) we see that all that is needed yet is to show that y(j0,1) is a limit point of the net (z-). Let (r(r¡, s0)) be a subnet of (r(r, s0)) converging to p E S. Then since z¡ = y(~r(rj, s0), 1), y(p, 1) is a limit point of (zj). On the other hand, since y(l, rj) = 0(5(1, rff) -* 0(d) -y(\, 1), we have y(p, 1) = lim, y(r(rt, s0), l)y(l, r,) = lim, z,y(l, /•,) = lim, y(l, r,)y(i0, 1) = y(i0,1). This completes the proof. 5.2. Remarks, (a) If S is not compact then the DLUC compactification of S (?) T need not be a semidirect product, even if £ is a compact topological group. As an example, let Q be the Euclidean group C © £, where C is the group of complex numbers, T is the circle group and t(w, z) -wz (w E T, z E C). Let f(z, w) = exp(/Re(zw"')). We shall show that/G DLUC(Q) but (qx ° px)* & DLUC(Q). By Theorem 3.1 of [11] this will show that the DLUC compactification of Q cannot be a semidirect product. Let (z", wn) -* (z0, w0) in Q. Then for all (z, w) E Q = exp(;Re(zn(wnH') + zvv-1 j) -exp(/'Re(z0(H'0M') -r-ziv-1)) < 2|Re(z"(H>"w)~' + zw"1) -Re(z0(w0w)"' + zw_1)| hence /G LUC(Q). To see that / is distal, note first that every member of the pointwise closure of R(Q)f is of the form £(0, w)(uf) for some u, w E T. If (zk, wk) is a net in Q such that MmkR(zk,wk)R(0,w)(uf) = MmkR(zk,wk)R(0,w')(u'f) then £(0, ww")(uu"f) -£(0, w'w")(u'u"f) for some u", w" E T; hence £(0, w)(uf) = £(0, w')(u'f). Therefore/ G DLUC(Q). On the other hand, if (w") is a sequence in £ with Re(w") = 77(2«)_1, and if z is real, then L(0,wn)g(z,w) = cos(z77(2n)_1) + /sin(z(77(2/i)_1)), which obviously cannot converge uniformly in z. (Note. P. Milnes has given general conditions on a semidirect product S © £ of two topological groups which ensure that a function / of the form f(s, t) = h(r(t~l, s)) is distal whenever h E DLUC(S) [15] . Our construction is a special case of his result.) (b) If S and £ are semitopological semigroups with right and left identities respectively, then the D n AP compactification of the direct product S X T is the direct product of the D n AP compactifications of S and T. This follows from Theorem 1 of [9] . The analogous results hold for the SD n AP and MD n AP cases as well. However, unless at least one of S or T is compact, the DLUC compactification of SX T need not be a direct product, as the following example shows: Let S = £ = I, the group of integers, and let 0: I X I -» I denote the homomorphism (m, n) -» m + n. The function g: I -* C defined by g(n) -exp(/'w2) is distal but not almost periodic [12] . By 4.1, / = 0*(g) is distal on I X I. If the distal compactification of I X I were a direct product then the set of functions f(I, •) would be relatively norm compact (see, for example, Theorem 1 of [9] ). But then g would be almost periodic since/(Z, ■) -R(I)g.
(c) The wreath product construction generates an interesting class of semidirect products to which Theorem 5.1 may be applied. Let U be a compact topological semigroup with identity and T a discrete semigroup with identity such that T acts on the right on a set J, and let S = UJ with coordinatewise multiplication and the product topology. Define t: £ X S -* 5 by r(t, s)(j) -s(jt), where jt denotes the action of f on j. The semidirect product Q = S © £ is called a wreath product of U and T. According to Theorem 5.1 the DLUC compactification of Q is a semidirect product A(p) F, where (Y, ß) is a DLUC compactification of £ and (A", a) is a continuous homomorphic image of the SAP compactification of UJ (which may be written as ZJ, where Z is the SAP compactification of U (see [9] )). (For AP and SAP compactifications of wreath products, see [11] .) 
